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Abstract
Biodegradable metallic implants are revolutionized alternative materials currently being
considered for orthopaedic and stents applications for the restoration and remodeling of
defected or fractured hard tissues. Examples of biodegradable metals include magnesium, iron
and zinc. Findings had revealed that magnesium and iron show high tendencies of being used as
biodegradable metallic implant. However, premature loss of mechanical integrity, high
hydrogen gas evolution of magnesium metal as well as slow degradation rate of iron below the
clinical benchmark had hindered their applications. On the other hand, Zinc metal with near to
ideal degradation rate suitable for orthopaedic application but poor mechanical properties
compared to magnesium and iron metals has recently attracted research interest as potential
candidate salvager of biodegradable metallic implants. This paper therefore, presents brief
review of the current research progress on biodegradable zinc alloys and composites in relation
to their processing routes for biomedical application. In addition, key existing and emerging
strategies for mechanical properties improvement are highlighted. Processing technique, types
and or proportion of alloying elements had been identified as center-hub control for improving
mechanical properties of zinc metals. Deductions were made and strategies for further research
work on biodegradable zinc alloys were suggested.
Keywords: Biodegradable, Metallic implants, Orthopaedics, Zinc alloys, metal matrix
composites, Biocompatibility .

Introduction
Development of new biomaterial in orthopaedic implants for the restoration and
correction of defected or fractured human hard and soft tissues are on the increase and has
attracted research interest as illustrated in Fig.1. This may probably be as a result of increasing
accident rate, diseased bone, old ages and traumatic patient in Nigeria and other parts of the world.
These and many more according to Prasad et al [1] constitute the major causes of bone fractures
with other associated health risks. It usually leads to life difficulty and may cause total breakdown
of patients’mobility. The advancement in technology, as well as the patient desire to maintain the
same level of activity and quality of life has really boosted the bio -implant market (Fig.1.)
resulting in demand increase for high-performance implantable biomaterials that can address
unique challenges in orthopaedics, vascular therapy, trauma, dental and wound care treatment
[1]. Consequently, the biomaterial market valued at $94.1 billion USD in 2012 and worth $134.3
billion USD in 2017 with a specific growth rate of 10.3 % [1], [2]. By this rate of growth, bioimplant market is expected to reach $175.8 USD billion by 2020. Orthopaedic biomaterials in
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form of internal implant are often used as remedies to structurally remodel, reconstruct and
rehabilitate affected patients’ bone [3]–[5].

BCM: Bio-ceramic material implant
PMI: Polymeric material Implant

NDMI: Non-Biodegradable Metallic implant
DMI: Biodegradable Metallic Implant

Fig. 1. Biomaterial growth rate and therapeutic materials for orthopedic implant

Conventional technique of osteosynthesis of the above complications usually involved
the use of traditional bio-inert metallic materials including CoCrMo, Titanium, tantalum, gold
and stainless-steel alloys [6] in the form of permanent bone plates and screws. This class of
metallic implants has high corrosion resistance property and hence remain stable in ph ysiological
environments and therefore use as permanent metallic implants (PMI) in patients [7]–[9]. PMI
are characterized by high elastic modulus of about (~ 200 GPa) which is far much higher than
that of human natural bone (45 GPa) [4]. When this is implanted in the body, it carries most loads
thereby denying the host healing tissue of its normal loads resulting in bone weight loss and
weakening due to impaired stimulus caused by stress shielding effect. In sort, the consequence of
permanent presence of this type of implant can results in chronic inflammatory response due to
possible release of metallic ions from the implant whenever there is defect in surface oxides film.
Consequently, this defect may undermine the therapeutic function of the device which in most
cases require secondary surgery operation for removal of the implant [7], [9]–[12].
Meanwhile, most bone implants in the form of plates, screw, pins, plugs and rods service
functions are transient and no longer required after the complete healing process. A novel
approach alternative to this nagging challenges is the use of biodegradable or biabsorbable
implants. Biodegradable implants permit the growth of new tissue in patient while gradually
deteriorating harmlessly in the body at a rate matching the healing kinetics of the diseased bone
without abrupt loss in mechanical integrity for complete healing of diseased bones [11], [13]–
[15]. The idea of biodegradation is not new in medical applications and can be traced to
biodegradable sutures made of polymeric materials. However, good biocompatibility, bio -safety
of corrosion products, superior and stable mechanical strength and biodegradation rate properties
of biodegradable metals over the polymeric implants had rendered them a potential candidate in
the present-day novel approach of orthopaedic and cardiovascular treatment.
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Biodegradable metals are therefore referred as revolutionizing implant materials and
have been extensively studied as the next generation of structural materials for orthopaedic and
cardiovascular implants applications in the last two decades [8], [16]–[18]. Up to present,
magnesium, iron and zinc base metals and alloys system constitute the newly researched
biodegradable metals (BDMs). The driving force for these systems is that they are all intrinsically
corrosion susceptible and degrade safely in human body due to essentiality of degraded products
in bodily physiological environment that can partake in various metabolic and biological
reactions [19]–[21]. The gradual degradation process leads to corresponding gradual loss in
mechanical strength which aids in slow transfer of normal load from the implant onto the healing
patient bone thereby reducing the stress shielding effect [11].
Magnesium-based alloy system are the most researched among the aforementioned
proposed biodegradable metals with large volumes of published on mechanical results,
biodegradation, in vitro cytotoxicity, animal testing and clinical trials [14], [16], [22].This can be
arrogated to lower elastic modulus of (41-45) GPa closer to that of natural bone (20 ~ 45GPa)
when compared to either zinc (90 GPa) or iron (211.4 GPa) which are much higher. In addition,
the daily intake requirements (240-420) mg per day of magnesium, higher than (8-18) mg per day
of iron and (8-11) mg per day of zinc respectively, may be another contributing factor responsible
for its being at the vanguard of BDMs research [20], [23]–[25]. However, the unresolvable
limitation of magnesium biodegradable metal was to its rapid corrosion rate causing the formation
of large amount of hydrogen gas and premature loss of mechanical integrity in bodily fluid during
in vitro and/or in vivo degradation process resulting in wound interface cavitation and tissue
necrosis [14], [26]. A clinical approach of this limitation suggested the use of syringes soon after
implantation in order to diffuse out the generated gas and alleviate the discomfort of the patient
[27]. These approaches are with associated health risks.
Consequently, research activities into new alternative biodegradable metals such a s iron
and zinc base alloy system as potential BDMs has been on the increase due to the battling
challenges of magnesium as biodegradable metal. Iron had good mechanical properties and also
biocompatible but ironically degrade very slowly due to its low el ectrochemical potential (0.440V) coupled with possible formation of voluminous iron oxide layer which is unsuitable for
clinical standard requirement for biodegradable metallic implants [28].
Interestingly, Zinc with electrode potential of (-0.763 V) has a moderate degradation rate
when compared to fast degradation rate of magnesium and the very slow degradation rate of iron in
a physiological environment. Zinc is an essential element for human beings considering its nontoxicity at lower rate of degradation with various important physiological roles. It serves as a cofactor in all six classes of enzymes, participates in nucleic acid metabolism as well as gene
expression, wound healing, protein regulations and signal transduction body [14], [18], [29]. It is
the second most abundant mineral metal element in human body [30] signaling that zinc in human
body within the daily recommended allowance is highly beneficial and can easily be metabolized
and managed by the body system. Furthermore, the alloying of magnesium with zinc metals in lower
and higher proportion for strength enhancement and control of biodegradation of magnesium alloy
suggested zinc as a potential biodegradable metal. Moreover, zinc has low melting point (419.6 oC)
and less reactive at molten state unlike magnesium, allowing for its easy processing and fabrication
in air without requiring a special environment [31]. Considering the beneficial effect of zinc in
human lifecycle and moderate degradation rate, it holds a promising future position in biodegradable
metal implants especially for osteosynthesis and cardiovascular applications [32].
Recent studies [17], [33], [34] have shown good in vitro and in vivo biocompatibility of
zinc base alloys. However, the weak strength (UTS < 20 MPa), plasticity and low hardness
properties constitute a major setback for pure zinc as biodegradable metals [30]. In addition, zinc
biodegradation rate is inadequate for most biomedical applications. Therefore, current researches
are now been geared towards zinc base biodegradable systems synthesis and fabrication for
biomedical applications.
http://www.ejmse.tuiasi.ro
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Bio-metallic Implants
Historically, bio-metallic implants can be traced down to nineteenth century of iron and
gold for body structural support. This development was later favoured and transformed by the
successful implementation of Lister’s aseptic surgical technique in 1860 s to have become a
predominant implant material in today’s orthopaedic surgery, cardiovascular stents, dental and
orthodontic practices applications [35]. Although, polymeric and ceramics materials had been
known and used as medical implants over a long time [36]. However, metallic implant is often
considered over polymer, ceramics, and ceramic or polymer composites materials especially in
load bearing application due to its high mechanical strength and fracture toughness close to
natural human bone [37]. The primary role of metallic implants is to provide permanent or
temporary supports for the ailing or fractured bone. The earlier used criteria for the selection of
bio-metallic implant materials was mainly based on biocompatibility and mechanical strengths.
This yardstick qualified stainless steels, cobalt, titanium, nickel and tantalum-based alloys as the
early and first sets of bio-metallic implants [8], [37]. These implants remained permanently in the
bodily fluid even after the healing of the fractured or damaged bone due to insignificant
deterioration or high corrosion resistance and inertness to the host tissue. As such, their
stiffness/strength remains the same “non-biodegradable metallic implants” with consequence
effect of stress shielding unlike biodegradable metals that degrade steadily (loss in strength) at a
pace matching the regaining strength of the new healing bone as schematically illustrated in Fig.
2 as adapted from Ding [38]. Consequently, there is possibility of metal ion releasing into the
surrounding host tissue over a long time due to possible defect that may occur in the surface oxide
film since there is no material with ideal inertness. This defect may adversely affect the healing
process and cause chronic inflammatory at host tissue site [10], [39]. Moreover, they are
characterized by high elastic modulus which is responsible for the implant carrying the whole
load causing stress shielding and decalcification effects which is deleterious to the healing bone
[39]. These consequences always resulted in re-surgical operation for corrective measure with
associated financial implication and extra pains to the patient. These burdens had necessitated
research activities into biodegradable metallic implants.

Fig. 2. Mechanical property matching between new bones and implants, adapted from Ding [38]

Biodegradable metallic materials are thus fast becoming an alternative bio -implants for
the reconstruction and modelling of diseased and/or damaged bone in lieu of inert conventional
metallic implants. This is due to close-to- match mechanical properties of these metals with
natural bone and ability to undergo degradation process harmlessly with the host tissue [16]. In
addition, this class of bio-implants enhance a beneficial interaction by circumventing the pains
bored by patient during re-surgical operation. Promotion of Osseo-integration of the new bone,
supplied of mineral nutrient for metabolic activities and strong bonds interface at the implant sites
are among other benefit. The mechanism behind the degradation process involves the release of
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electron when the metal is immersed or subjected to a physiological environment to become
positively charge ion. The more tendency of a metal to loosen electron to form its ions more than
hydrogen, the more electropositive a metal is and the more nega tive is its standard electrode
potential becomes. From the knowledge of electrochemistry perspectives, the magnitude of
negative standard electrode potential constitutes an important criterion in determining the
degradation properties of a metal in a particular media. Cheng et al [40] asserted that, the more
the magnitude of negative standard electrode potential, the higher the degradation tendency of
such a metal. The most recognized metals of biodegradable metals are magnesium, iron and zinc
with -2.37, -0.44 and -0.763 V standard electrode potential respectively [22], [40].
Consequently, the attractiveness of biodegradable metallic implants in biomedical
application was due to its excellent tunable mechanical properties similar to conventional metallic
implants, good degradability and biocompatibility [25], [41]. It eliminates the extra cost and pains
usually bored by patient with conventional implants during the course of second-surgical
operation. The elastic modulus and mechanical strength of biodegradable metals have a close
match with the natural bones. The degradation feature is a double edge sword in that, it provides
a source for body mineral elements and gradual relief and/or transfer of load from implant to the
host tissue as it degrades. Thus, eliminating stress shielding effect during healing periods. Despite
the vast research activities over the years coupled with interesting properties of magnesium and
iron as biodegradable metallic implants, rapid degradation and high hydrogen gas evolution are
still major sense of concerns [42], [43] which had limited their application.
Zinc is the newest member of biodegradable metallic implant family introduced in 2013
as potential bio-metallic candidate due to its tailorable biodegradability and biocompatibility
properties [44]. As a result, efforts are on-going to improving its mechanical, biodegradability
and bio-functional properties through series of approaches ranging from alloying, composite
fabrication and processing techniques. The following are review summaries of recent research
activities on the influence of aforementioned approaches on mechanical, degradability and
biocompatibility of zinc alloys.
Processing Route and Technique for Property Improvement of Biodegradable Zinc Allo ys
In developing material for a particular application, there is always a present goals of
property requirements such materials must possessed for optimum performance in service. By so
doing, the influence of processing route and constituting elements on material development
cannot be over-emphasized. Similar is the development of biodegradable zinc alloys and
composites to meeting the yearning properties requirement in medical industry. This section
therefore, provides an outlook for latest processing route and various strategies that had been
adopted for improvement of properties of zinc alloys.
Li et al [30] reported that incorporation of alloying elements and/or appropriate processing
techniques such as special casting, extrusion, rolling, forging and thermal treatments constitute
efficient routes through which improvement in mechanical properties can be achieved. It must
also be noted that suitable alloying elements that are non-toxic and capable of increasing strength
must be carefully selected during synthesis of any implant BDMs. In addition, the processing
routes and synthesis of zinc base metal matrix composites (ZMC) can be a promising options
form zinc properties improvement for wider applicability in biomaterials.
Metal matrix composites (MMCs) has gain wide applications in automotive, aerospace and
structural applications owing to superior mechanical (strength, wear, hardness, fatigue resistance)
and corrosion control. The advantage of using MMCs as biomaterials was the easy tailoring of
material properties for specific or desired requirement applications. This can be achieved through
appropriate selection of suitable composites constituent elements and processing technique [45],
[46]. Till now, volumes of most reported works on biodegradable zinc -based alloys were done
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through casting technique with one or two thermal treatments (extrusion, rolling) for further
processing [18], [30], [47]–[49].
Powder metallurgy technology of metal is a promising processing route that is continually
and rapidly growing for processing of various shapes of metal alloys and composites. It is a high
precision metal forming route resulting in near net pieces, cutting-off the extra cost of machining
as experienced in the case of casting technique [50]. One chief advantage of this technique was
flexibility giving room for easy tailoring of product properties to suit a specific application.
Considering the dynamic parameters of material properties as clinically required, Powder
metallurgy glow-out as a promising technique for the processing of biodegradable metals. Until
present, work on powder metallurgy processing of biodegradable zinc alloys are rarely found in
literature and are limited. Apart from the recent work of Krystýnová et al., Bagha et al., and
Kolawole et al., [51], [52][53] on characterization of pure zinc and Zn-Mn alloy prepared by
powder metallurgy technique, no other work has been found on zinc base alloys to the best of the
author’s knowledge. Findings from their works show that PM is a promising technique for the
processing of zinc biodegradable metals. This review therefore tends to present the progress
report and limitation where necessary on biodegradable zinc alloys to providing a basis for further
research on the new development.
Influence of Alloying and Thermal Treatment on Properties of Binary Zinc Alloy System
Recent increasing research attention on zinc and its alloys as bio -absorbable metal for
biomedical application can best be ascribed to its fairly moderate corrosion rate, ease of
processing compared to magnesium and iron, as well as its biological functionality requirement
in the body [8], [54]. For instance, biologically, zinc has been confirmed essentially important in
about 300 enzymes functioning activities such as for cell proliferation, callus formation, bone
protein production enhancement in the human body because it is involved in various aspects of
cellular metabolism [55]. Also, Zinc also supports immune functions, protein and DNA synthesis
and wound healing. In addition, normal growth and proper sense of taste and smell are supported
by zinc. Consequently, the recommended dietary allowance (RDA) and recommended upper limit
for zinc are 15 and 40 mg day–1, respectively [56]. The consumption of zinc in amounts higher
than these values is generally considered relatively non-toxic, and amounts approaching 100 mg
day –1 can be tolerated for some time [56].
Due to above importance, biodegradable zinc metal and its alloys had been proposed for
biomedical application for half a decade ago and lots of research works had been done towards
improving its mechanical, in vitro and in vivo properties as bio-metallic implants. It has been
reported by [47], [57] that, alloying and processing techniques and/or history can have profound
impacts on both the mechanical and biological properties of zinc metals. Alloying can be by
addition of one element (binary alloy), two elements (ternary alloy) or three or more elements
(quaternary alloy) for the purpose of properties enhancements. However, in biomedical field
especially in the development of bio-metallic implants, special considerations and attention must
be paid to ensuring that alloying elements are bio-safe and non-toxic to the human body. For
instance, despite the fact that aluminium is a good alloying element for strength enhancements, it
is usually considered unsuitable as alloying elements in biomedical medical materials because it
was alleged as neuro toxic, harmful to bone and osteoblasts [58] and linked with Alzheimer and
demertia’s diseases [59]. For that purpose, researches on bio-metallic implants was mostly on
essential body mineral elements. Li et al.,[47] developed biodegradable zinc binary alloys by
adding 1wt % of magnesium, calcium and strontium as alloying element in zinc via casting
technique. The results of their investigation showed an improved mechanical and
biocompatibility properties with Zn-1x (where x = Mg, Ca and Sr) alloys. The outcome of the In
vitro and In vivo assessment of Zn-1x (Mg, Ca and Sr) revealed a very low (<0.2 %) hemolysis
rate which was considered safe according to ISO 10993-4:2002. In addition, results of the in vivo
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properties evaluation of the alloys promote the viability and proliferation of MG63 cells with
conclusion that, alloying zinc with nutrient 1 %wt Mg, Ca and Sr can enhance the biological
compatibility of zinc alloys with high potential for use as biodegradable metal s. Similar ternary
zinc-based alloy was reported by Li et al., [47] zinc based ternary alloys were prepared with
1 %wt of strontium, calcium and magnesium using die casting technique followed by hot-rolling
and extrusion processes on the as-cast die samples. The microstructure, mechanical properties,
corrosion behaviour, hemocompatibility and cytocompatibility of the ternary Zn-1Mg-1Ca, Zn1Mg-1Sr and Zn-1Ca-1Sr alloys were systematically examined. It was reported that, the
mechanical properties of the ternary alloys were much higher than that of pure zinc due to alloying
effects of the nutrient elements and thermal treatments. The results further revealed that, the
addition of the nutrient elements (Mg, Ca and Sr) guarantee the bio-safety of the new zinc based
biodegradable implants due to enhanced acceptable hemocompatibility and cytocompatibility test
results. Similar investigation was carried out by Kubásek et al., [60] on Zn-0.8Mg and Zn-1.6Mg
using magnesium based WE43 alloy as control. All sample were processed through the same
route. The sample were die-cast and hot extruded using hydraulic press at an extrusion ratio of
10:1 and 2 mm/min speed to produce a diameter of 6 mm under extrusion temperatures of 300
and 400 o C for zinc and WE43 alloys respectively. The microstructure, mechanical and corrosion
properties as well as In vitro biocompatibility was examined. It was reported that the hot extruded
Zn-0.8Mg alloy possess the best combination of tensile strength (301 MPa) and plasticity of 15 %
among all the examined zinc-based alloys which meet the general requirements defined for
biodegradable implants. They further asserted that lower corrosion rate of Zn -0.8Mg alloy
compared with WE43 alloy can ensure an optimum load bearing capacity without loss of integrity
for 6 weeks. The authors also reported that zinc alloys were less biocompatible compared with
WE43 alloy even though still within the acceptable ranges with no evidence of genotoxicity and
mutagenicity detected in all the samples investigated.
Based on the above results, alloying and types of thermal treatment on zinc-based alloys
influenced its properties. However, the magnitude of these influence varies with the types of
alloying elements and thermal treatment employed. Dambatta et al., [61] investigated the
influence of homogenous thermal treatment on the microstructure, mechanical and degradation
properties of Zn-3Mg alloy as potential implant material. The Zn-3Mg alloy samples were
prepared by die casting technique. The molten metal was poured at 500 °C into preheated iron die
at 150 °C and homogenized in vacuum furnace at 360 °C for 15 hrs soaking time. Results of their
studies show that homogenization of Zn-3Mg alloys dissolved the observed dendritic structure in
as-cast specimen with reduction in the casting defect. Also, an increase in corrosion resistant of
the homogenized alloy was noticed and attributed to homogenous distribution of phases within
the microstructure with reduction in casting defect. However, a slight reduction on the mechanical
(micro-hardness, tensile strength) properties with corresponding increase in ductility was
reported. Effect of lower concentration of magnesium (less than 0.1 %wt) as alloying element in
zinc on mechanical properties improvement for stent application was experimentally determined
and found in the literature [36], [62]. The effect of thermal and cold work treatments on as-diecast Zn-Mg (< 0.1 %wt Mg) alloy was carried out and reported in the work of Jin et al., [62]. The
die cast ingot prepared under a vacuum furnace melting and solidified in a stain less steel was
extruded at 150 °C to 13 mm diameter. The 13 mm diameter rod was finally drawn into 0.25 mm
diameter wire followed by microstructure, mechanical properties and In vivo study
characterization. The outcomes of their investigation show a decrea sing trend in average grain
size with increase magnesium content accompanied by a corresponding increase in tensile and
elongation properties of extruded and as-die cast drawn Zn-Mg alloy. The alloy with maximum
Mg addition was reported to have maximum mechanical properties and is also characterized with
high corrosion resistance properties. One major deduction from their work was that, mechanical
and corrosion properties Zn -Mg alloys increased with increasing magnesium content, although
the maximum limit of 0.08 %wt of Mg was examined in their work. Further search on the
http://www.ejmse.tuiasi.ro
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influence of magnesium as zinc alloying element at higher amount was traced to the work of
Kubásek et al., [36]. In their work, Zn-Mg (Mg = 0.8-8.3) %wt die cast alloy was prepared and
mechanical (micro-hardness, compressive, bending and tensile) properties was evaluated.
Indirect contact cytotoxicity of Zn-0.8 extract investigation using human osteosarcoma cell (U-2
OS) was carried out as well. It was found that, the maximum tensile and compressive strengths
of 170 and 320 MPa respectively were obtained at 0.8 %wt of Mg in zinc with highest elongation
of 2 %. It was reported that the cytotoxicity of Zn-0.8 Mg alloy was low though slightly higher
than that of pure magnesium.
In a related work by Levy et al., [55], mechanical, biodegradation and biocompatibility
of binary and ternary alloys of zinc metal was investigated through die casting of Zn -1Mg and
Zn-1Mg-0.5 Ca alloys. It was reported that Zn-1Mg-0.5Ca ternary alloy had higher strength,
hardness and corrosion rate in air and phosphate buffer solution (PBS) environment relative to
the Zn-1Mg binary alloy. The increase in mechanical properties of ternary alloy over binary alloy
was attributed to a decrease in zinc dendritic average size due to the addition of Ca while
corrosion rate increase was credited to the formation of active CaZn 13 phase in the eutectic zone
which supported micro-galvanic corrosion over the Mg3 Zn11 intermetallic phase of binary alloy
in the surface oxide film. The cytotoxicity examination of both alloys indicated that their
biosafety is adequate for use as biodegradable metals for biomedical application.
The increasing use of magnesium as alloying element in biodegradable zinc alloys can
be juxtaposed by the fact that apart from enhancing the strength it can also promote the bioactivity
of the implant. This is possible by inducing the formation of bone -like biocompatible corrosion
products such as hydroxyapatite and brucite during degradation. The formation of these products
is very pertinent to bone osteointegration and healing process. Alves et al., [48] carried out an In
vitro degradation of Zn-Mg alloy under physiological simulated conditions with Zn-xMg (x = 0,
1 and 2) cast alloys using ZnCl 2 as flux. The built-up corrosion product of the degradation was
studied using simulated body fluid (SBF) media as the physiological environment by confocal
Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy.
The results of the investigation revealed that the incorporation of magnesium as alloying element
in zinc can aid the formation of brucite, skorpionite and hydroxyapatite which are very vital for
bone regeneration. In an effort to mimic the process occurring In vivo which may serve as
appropriate model to In vivo testing, the corrosion rate and cytocompatibility of surface pretreatment of a novel biodegradable Zn-1.5Mg alloy was studied by Jablonská et al., [63]. In their
study, the ZnMg alloy sample was incubated in SBF at 37 oC for 14 days for the surface pretreatment. Then, the corrosion rate determination, direct and indirect cytocompatibility test
technique of both surface and non-surface pre-treatment of the alloy sample was examined.
Outcomes of their investigation revealed that surface pre-treatment decreased the corrosion rate.
Meanwhile, the cytocompatibility properties of Zn-1.5Mg alloy was high when conducted via
indirect technique over the direct method. The elemental analysis of the corrosion built-up layers
was characterized by high Ca, and P deposits which can be presumed responsible for the decrease
in corrosion rate and high cytocompatibility.
Effect of other Alloying Elements on Properties of Zinc Based Alloys for Biomedical
Application
Most research interest has been focused on pure Zn and Zn alloyed with nutrient
elements like Mg and Ca [47], [48]. Unfortunately, other alloying elements such as aluminium,
copper and bismuth which were considered harmful when added in excess were sparsely
investigated compared to the nutrient elements. For instance, excess addition of aluminum was
reported being toxic to neuron [64]. However due to the alloying power potential “of these so
called other alloying elements” in mechanical properties improvement, they had been mostly
investigated in lower concentration in Zinc for potential application in biomedical applications.
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Niu et al., [65] investigated the effect of 4 wt% of Cu in Zn potential vascular stents
application. The as-cast Zn-Cu alloys was preheated at 553 K and extruded at extrusion ratio of
9:1 and 2mm/min speed. Mechanical properties and degradation as well as cytotoxicity
antibacterial effects of copper as alloying elements was reported. Results of the investigation
revealed that, the yield strength, ultimate strength and elongation of 250 ± 10 MPa, 270 ± 10 MPa
and 51 ± 2%, were obtained with 9.41(±1.34) μm year −1, corrosion rate and with acceptable
toxicity level to human endothelial cells as required in vascular stents application.
Reporting the influence of copper addition (0, 1, 2, 3 and 4) wt% on homogenized hot
extruded Zn-xCu alloys, Tang et al., [66] concluded that, tensile test indicates that cu as alloying
element in zinc could significantly improve the mechanical properties with elongation of 51% of
Zn-xCu alloys which could facilitate the processing of micro-tube stent application. Endothelial
and antibacterial properties of Zn-xCu alloys at a concentration greater than 2 wt% was perfect.
Similar work of Tang et al., ) [67] examined the effect of varying amount of magnesium (wt%)
on the earlier prepared Zn-3Cu alloy. The as-cast Zn-3Cu-xMg (x = 0,0.1,0.5 and 1.0) wt% was
homogenized at 360 oC for 3 hrs and then quenched in water. It was further hot extruded at 280 oC using
extrusion ratio and speed of 9:1 and 2 mm/s. Results obtained showed that, the yield strength was
improved from 213.7 to 426.7 MPa with an equivalent increase of 99.7% while elongation decreased
from 47.1% to 0.9%. Besides, biocompatibility was enhanced apparently and in vitro corrosion rates
increased from 11.4 to 43.2 μm year-1, which is more suitable for clinic application.
Aluminium is among the other alloying elements for zinc-based alloys that had been
studied and reported. Though, it has been considered as bio-risky element with associated health
challenges including neuro toxic, initiating Alzheimer’s diseases and among others. However,
Bowen et al.,[49] argued convincingly that, there has been no strong scientific evidence per se
supporting the presumed theory based on their long search of literatures and conferences
discussions. In line with this assertion, Bakhsheshi-Rad et al., [68] had also reported that the
small amount of aluminium released continuously throughout the degradation process can be
tolerable. In their own work, Zn-0.5 Al binary alloy and Zn-0.5Al-xMg ternary alloy system was
investigated to evaluate the mechanical properties, corrosion behaviour, cytotoxicity and
antibacterial activities. The results showed that tensile and micro -hardness properties of Zn0.5Al-xMg ternary alloy system was higher that the Zn-0.5 Al binary alloy and it increases with
increasing magnesium content. The maximum tensile and micro-hardness value was obtained at
higher amount of magnesium content i.e, Zn-0.5Al-xMg (x = 0.5 wt.%). Degradation results
indicated that Zn-0.5Al had the highest degradation rate compared with the ternary alloy. The
cytotoxicity and antibacterial tests revealed that Zn-0.5Al-0.5Mg had the higher viability and
antibacterial activities. Similar work was recently published by Bowen et al., [49]. In their work,
Zn – xAl alloy composition (x = 1, 3 and 5) wt.% processed via rolling was characterized,
mechanically tested and used in arterial implantation in rats for biocompatibility and corrosion
rate study. The results of their study concluded that mechanical properties of Zn-xAl rolled alloys
are comparable to Co-Cr based alloys with acceptable biocompatibility therefore qualifying ZnxAl for stent applications.
Looking at the possibility of modifying the degradation rate of zinc and considering the
biosafety and importance of iron requirement in the body, Kafri et al.,[18] investigated the
suitability of Zn-1.3% Fe alloy as a biodegradable implant material produced by gravity casting
method in both in vitro and in vivo condition. The results from both the in vitro and in vivo studies
indicated that the Zn-1.3%Fe alloy corrosion rate significantly increased compared to pure zinc due
to micro-galvanic effects produced by secondary Zn 11Fe phase. In addition, silver has been as an
effective antibacterial element with additional tendency of strength enhancement element when
alloyed with zinc. As a result, Zn-4Ag alloy was developed and mechanical characteristic, in vitro
degradation, cytotoxicity and antibacterial properties as biodegradable material was evaluated and
compared with pure zinc as reported by Li et al., [30]. The developed Zn-4.0Ag alloy was allowed
to solidified in graphite mould under vibrating condition for grain refinement and then homogenized
http://www.ejmse.tuiasi.ro
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at 300 oC for 1 hr in furnace under argon protective furnace atmosphere and then swaged into 3 mm
diameter wires. The swaged wire further annealed at 390 o C for 15 minutes, quenched in water and
finally precipitated hardened in an oil bath for 10 min at 100 o C. Results of mechanical and
corrosion properties investigation indicated 157 MPa, 261 MPa and 37% in yield strength, ultimate
strength and elongation respectively with 10.75 ±0.16 µgcm-2day-1 corrosion rate which were higher
than the pure zinc as examined under the same condition. It was also reported that the alloy has
acceptable toxicity with effective antibacterial property in vitro.
Powder Metallurgy Processing Techniques for Biodegradable Metals, Alloys and
Composite
Powder metallurgy is a solid- state processing route for the production of near net shape
metallic material and devices from metal powders. The compact sample may be obtained by cold
or hot isostatic pressing. The hot isostatic pressing technique enhanced densification, reduce
porosity and eliminate the sintering steps. Powder metallurgy could also be accomplished via
metal injection moulding. This technique tends to be more economical compared with
conventional metal processing methods such as casting by reducing the processing steps such as
machining, lower energy consumption with higher material utilization. It also allows flexibility
of the alloy design with different elemental or ceramic powder addition for better mechanical and
bio-functional properties enhancement. Consequently, this method had been employed for the
processing of high temperature melting metals such as titanium, nickel, cobalt chromium and
their alloys used in biomedical application [69]. Literature search had revealed that, most
biodegradable metals researched for biomedical application by casting technique always had
mechanical properties below the acceptable clinical standard and as such, usually further
beneficiated with one or more of extrusion, rolling, drawing and thermal treatments such as
homogenization, annealing and quenching technique [55], [60], [61]. This therefore tends to
increase the processing steps with associated cost implications. Studies had however, shown that
processing techniques constitute among other factors that can influence the properties and
applicability of alloys [14].
Volumes of works had been reported on powder metallurgy processing of biodegradable
magnesium and its alloys [70]–[73] to examining one or two powder metallurgy parameters on
the selected alloys. Results of early studies by various authors above had showed that powder
metallurgy route are governed by a number of processing parameters including the weight
fraction of alloying composition, milling time, compaction pressure, heating rate, sintering
temperature and time. Čapek and Vojtěch, [70] investigated the effect of compaction pressure on
the properties of binary and ternary magnesium alloy using powder metallurgy route. The milling
was done for 2 hours with ball to powder ratio of 10:1 under argon atmosphere. The milled
powder was compacted with pressure range of 100 – 600 MPa at a step of 100 MPa. Results of
the investigation indicated that porosity decreases with increase in compaction pressure with
optimum compaction pressure of 400 MPa to obtain the highest densification and mechanical
properties. It was also discovered with addition of Manganese in the case of ternary alloy further
increased the yield strength and hardness properties than the binary alloys regardless of the
compaction pressures. In a related work, Wang et al.,[71] studied the influence of sintering
temperatures on the microstructure, in vitro degradability, mineralization and osteoblast response
of magnesium phosphate fabricated using chemical precipitation method. The green compact
samples were sintered at 400, 600 and 800 oC. The results indicated that densification and
crystallinity of the sintered samples increased with increasing sintering temperature.
Degradability decreases and bioactivity increases with rise in sintering temperature. They
concluded that, the sample sintered at 800 oC possesses suitable degradability, bioactivities and
cytocompatibility properties.
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Metal matrix composites of magnesium alloy matrix had also been investigated via
powder metallurgy route. Kowalski et al., [72] reported the effect of hydroxyapatite addition on
the properties of mechanically alloyed and sintered Mg-RE-Zr alloy. The milled powder was
uniaxially compacted at 600 MPa and sintered 550 o C for 2hrs under 10 -4 Torr. The results
indicated that there was improvement on mechanical properties with reduction in degradation rate
by the formation of protective layer. Powder metallurgy processing route had also been used in
the processing of porous metals which may be difficult with other routes. Čapek and Vojtěch,
[70] investigated the properties of porous magnesium alloy prepared by powder metallurgy
technique. Magnesium powder was manually mixed with ammonium bicarbonate powder and
compacted at 265 MPa. The compacted sample was deboned at 130 oC for 4hrs in muffle furnace
followed by sintering at 550 oC for 6 hrs under argon atmosphere. The outcome of the
investigation showed that porous magnesium with 12- 38 porosities can be obtained via powder
metallurgy route. The authors also observed magnesium without ammonium bicarbonate had the
minimum porosities of 12 with highest flexural strength as compared to porous bio-glass which
is currently in use.
Powder metallurgy of biodegradable zinc alloys are rarely found in literature. Until
recent when Krystýnová et al., [51]and Bagha et al., [52] work on powder metallurgy processing
of pure zinc and Zn-Mn alloys respectively, no other work has been found in literature.
Krystýnová et al., [51] processed Zinc powders with two different particle sizes (7.5 µm and 150
µm) by the methods of powder metallurgy route by adopting the cold pressing, cold pr essing plus
sintering and hot pressing. Microstructure and the mechanical properties of the prepared samples
were assessed with light optical microscope, Vickers microhardness testing and three-point bend
testing. Fractographic analysis of broken samples was performed with scanning electron
microscopy. The results of the investigation revealed that particle size, compacting pressure have
a significant effect on the mechanical properties of pure zinc. Also, the bending properties of
prepared materials were positively influenced by compaction pressure and mode of pressing.
Samples that were hot-pressed show significant enhancement in the bending and deformation
properties as compared with other modes of pressing. Samples compacted at 400 MPa indicated
optimum properties with pure zinc prepared from 150 µm particle size powder compared to
materials prepared from 7.5 µm particle size powder. Bagha et al.,[52] also investigated Zn-xMn
(x = 0, 4 and 24) %wt alloys by mechanical alloying. The milled, compacted and sintered sample
was characterized by density, mechanical properties, corrosion behaviour, cell viability and
attachments assessment. Results of the investigation indicated that mechanical alloying of
manganese in zinc influences the mechanical and corrosion properties. The best mechanical and
corrosion properties reported was obtained at Zn-4Mn with corresponding compressive strength
and corrosion rate of 290 MPa and 0.72 mm/yr respectively. Cell viability and cell attachment
shows the biocompatibility of the alloy and a new suitable biodegradable candidate.
Windows of Opportunities in Processing of Biodegradable Zinc Metals
The paradigm shift in biodegradable metals has received boosts in zinc metal research
[74] due to its moderate biodegradability and excellent biocompatibility properties as well as
promising mechanical integrity which deteriorate at the healing pace of bone in bodily fluid over
magnesium and iron metals. However, insufficient mechanical properties of pure zinc have been
the fundamental limitation of its application in orthopaedic application. But findings from
previous studies indicated that a careful selection of material design and processing route for zinc
alloys/composites fabrication can annihilates the challenge of its poor mechanical properties. This
implies that, there is a green light at the end of the tunnel for commercial clinical acceptability of
biodegradable zinc metals for the repair or replacement of damaged or diseased bone. Fig. 3.
illustrates the various windows of opportunities at researchers’ disposal that has and/or can be
adopted for the processing of a viable clinical required biodegradable zinc. Current literature
http://www.ejmse.tuiasi.ro
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search [54] have shown that exploration of strategies presented in Fig. 3. for the processing of
biodegradable zinc are still at their infant stage. The Fig. 3. depicts that, biodegradable zinc can
be processed into alloys and composites via casting, powder metallurgy and additive
manufacturing techniques plus one or more of thermal or deformation process depending on the
form and nature of the staring materials. Evidence from literature revealed that most published
work on biodegradable zinc were based on casting techniques plus one or more of thermal and
deformation process [75]. In addition, most of these studies were either binary or ternary zincbased alloys. Work on biodegradable zinc-based alloy composites for biomedical application
were limited and rarely found in literature. Furthermore, application of powder metallurgy and
additive manufacturing routes for the processing of biodegradable zinc alloys and composites
were still in the embryonic stage. Meanwhile, exploring the composites of biodegradable zincbased alloy can be another promising option of revamping its metallurgical properties that will
be clinically acceptable for orthopaedic application. Thus, as indicated in Fig. 3., the highlighted
green boxes indicated opportunities windows that has not or underutilized for the processing of
biodegradable zinc alloys and composites. Zinc matrix composite is the metallurgical
combination of zinc matrix and reinforcement particles which are usually biocompatible
ceramics.

Fig. 3. Windows of Opportunities in Processing of Biodegradable Zinc Metals

A careful selection of this reinforcement stands as a pivotal of tailoring the metallurgical
(mechanical and biodegradation) properties of zinc towards desired biomedical application.
Furthermore, biocompatible ceramics reinforcements in zinc can be a viable option of improving
the bio-functionalities and bioactivities of the resulting composites. However, this is lagging
behind considering the volumes of works reported in the literatures. Also highlighted in Fig. 3. is
the use of additive manufacturing technique for the preparation of biodegradable zin alloys and
composites. This technique provides a total control over the material design because of its
flexibilities during usage which allows material to be produced in layers by layer as may be
desired by the designer. Although, according to Qin et al.,[74] much still need to be learn on this
technique if its to be used for preparation of biodegradable alloys and composites due to its low
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melting point. Effective studies on process parameters of this technique by researchers on
biodegradable zinc alloys and composites can be of great breakthrough for zinc-based alloys and
composites in the field of othorpaedic application.
Conclusions
A review update on processing of biodegradable zinc-based metals was carried out and the
following deductions and suggestions were hereby submitted:
i.
Magnesium, iron and zinc constitutes the present biodegradable metals considered for
biomedical applications
ii.
High degradation rate, high hydrogen evolution and premature loss of mechanical
properties of magnesium and its alloys before bone heals up despit e series of research
attempt, remains a battling challenges in clinical applications
iii.
Very slow degradation rate of iron and its alloys unmatched the requirement of
orthopedic applications
iv.
Zinc metals and its alloys with intermediate degradation rate between magnesium and
iron are currently being considered as promising biodegradable materials for orthopedic
application. However, mechanical properties still remain a major challenge.
v.
The current processing techniques mostly explored in zinc and its alloys usu ally
involved one or more thermomechanical treatment of as-cast samples thereby leading to
increasing processing steps and associated cost.
vi.
The ternary zinc-based alloys had enhanced the mechanical properties, degradation and
biocompatibility properties better than binary zinc-based alloys or pure zinc metal.
vii.
Despite the unique advantages of powder metallurgy and additive manufacturing routes
of less processing steps and near net shape production, limited work has been found in
literature for the processing of zinc alloys and composites.
viii.
Limited or no work has been found to the best of authors’ knowledge on zinc matrix
composites for biomedical application and therefore calls for urgent research revisit
towards enhancing and functionalization of zinc strength and biocompatibility
properties respectively.
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